
California State Band Championships Music Performance  Unit Name__________________________________     Date________________  
The Music Performance Caption will evaluate all performance aspects of the audio portion of the presentation.   
Technique        Score____________/100 
Performers consistently produce the highest level of tone quality. Impeccable accuracy in timing and intonation is evident throughout. Pulse control is consistent throughout regardless of staging. Attacks and releases are uniformly timed and shaped. Articulations and note length are clearly defined throughout the presentation.  

Performers produce a moderate to high level of tone quality. Accuracy in timing and intonation varies somewhat during the show or within the ensemble. Pulse control is generally consistent with occasional lapses. Attacks and releases are generally well timed and are shaped together Articulations and note length are mostly defined throughout the presentation. 

Performers produce a moderate level of tone quality. Achievement in accuracy of timing and intonation is inconsistent. Pulse control tends to fluctuate. Attacks and releases show efforts at proper timing and uniform shaping. Articulations and note length are inconsistently defined throughout the presentation. 

Performers produce a low to moderate level of tone quality. Achievement in accuracy of timing and intonation shows multiple and prominent flaws. Pulse control is likewise inconsistent. Attacks and releases lack uniformity. Articulations and note length are moderately defined only sporadically throughout the presentation. 

No training evident. There is no presentation of positive tone quality and accuracy of timing and intonation is highly erratic with few moments without significant flaws. Pulse control is arrhythmic throughout. Attacks and releases are somewhat random. There appears to have been no effort to unify articulations. 

Box 5 Superior 100 -91 
Box 4 Excellent 90-76 

Box 3 Good 75-61 
Box 2 Fair 60-46 

Box 1 Poor 45-1 
Performers match and control timbre, blend and balance to consistently create the ensemble sonority. Musical style is well defined throughout. Shaping of phrases support a thoughtful musical interpretation. Dynamic control is fully evident throughout.  

Timbral control, blend and balance are generally achieved but may show occasional lapses. Musical style is moderately defined. Shaping of phrases is evident but inconsistent yet so as to contribute to a musical interpretation. Dynamic control is evident although occasionally inconsistent. 

Timbral control, blend and balance are moderately achieved but may show multiple lapses. Musical style is somewhat defined. Shaping of phrases is sporadic. Musical interpretation lacks support. Dynamic control is moderate and occasional.  

Timbral control, blend and balance occur only occasionally. Musical style is mostly undefined. Shaping of phrases is rarely evident. Musical interpretation is mostly absent. Dynamic control is sporadic.  

Timbral control, blend and balance appear more accidental than planned. There are few moments, if any, that demonstrate an attempt to define musical style. Shaping of phrases, musical interpretation, and dynamic contrast are not present in the performance. 

 Musicianship        Score_____________/100  __________________________________       Total______________/200 
 


